ISIK COLLEGE 2005 VCE RESULTS
86% of students received a university offer
10% of students gained 90+
33% of students gained 80+
50% of students gained 70+

Isik College has been the top performing school in the northern region consecutively for the last four years.

SAMIL ACAR 97.25
Engineering-Mechatronics/Computer Science
University Of Melbourne

SANIYE AKBULUT 94.90
Law/Commerce
La Trobe University

BURCU BAT 94.75
Engineering/Science
University Of Melbourne

YESIM KURTULDU 91.55
Biomedical Science
Monash University

SELCUK YATMAZ 91.10
Biomedical Science
University Of Melbourne

OMER ALI KUS 90.80
Engineering-Mechatronics/Computer Science
University Of Melbourne

TIMUR ALGIN 89.60
Occupational Therapy/Behavioural Science
La Trobe University

SEVDA KARAOSMANOGLU 89.25
Architecture
University Of Melbourne

FUNDAY KAYGISIZ 88.35
International Relations
La Trobe University
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